
Our partners from Guatemala Farm do no compromise quality and we are honored to be part of this great journey with 
them. We do not sell just a coffee bean but the best quality in a coffee bean. These farms are located in Oriente in 

Esquipulas, Guatemala located in valleys surrounded by mountains, with a large variety of micro-environments & soil. The 
coffee beans are hand-picked, fermented in tanks & sun dried providing the best quality beans in the world.  Chef Arnaud 

being from France & Wendy from Guatemala combined the best quality in their food and coffee to their clients.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR COFFEES PLEASE VISIT OUR PARTNERS  WWW.FINCAJACOBA.COM & FINCA EL GUAYABO         

GUATEMALAN COFFEE
from the farms to your table



The washing  process consists of the removal of 
the cherry and mucilage surrounding. This 
process allows the palate to taste the essential 
flavors from the coffee beans.
Providing a well balanced silky and less fruity 
but offering a delicate complex sensation to ones 
palate with chery, caramel & chocolate flavors. 

Honey

The Story Begins here...

This process consists of maintaining a certain level 
of mucilage in the grain prior to drying. Mucilage 
is a layer rich in sugar that covers the grain. In 
this process, a coffee is obtained with greater 
sweetness and with more balance acidity. The 
flavor of honey coffee is as if someone had 
added honey to a cup of coffee. It's Fruity accompanied 
by sweetness. 

Washed



Our coffee is exported from the farms of Esquipulas, Guatemala (Native Country of Wendy, Chef' 
Arnaud's wife) & Imported to Houston, Texas by APOLONICA COFFEE

It's imported in green coffee , BONJOUR CAFE preserves the freshness of our coffee by having the coffee 
roasted on demand. We conserve our whole beans and only grind when we serve the coffee this allows 

us to preserve quality and provide the best flavor in a cup of coffee to our clients. 

You can order your bag of coffee, whole bean or we will grind it for your.




